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Riddles...
Posted by Scathe - 26 Jun 2011 09:42
_____________________________________

Hi Guys,

Anyone like riddles? If so try this one on for size.....

If it takes a man a week to walk a month... How many banana's are in a bunch of grapes? 

Enjoy!

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Chifilly - 26 Jun 2011 10:10
_____________________________________

The amount of onions it takes to change a lightbulb

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Scathe - 26 Jun 2011 10:17
_____________________________________

Hehe nice answer I like it 

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by NEZ - 26 Jun 2011 14:14
_____________________________________

well,            sorta depends the month really, and if its a leap year.

     

              7/28.4 = 0.246478873
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   or         7/29.4 = 0.238095238

   or         7/30.4 = 0.230263158

   or         7/31.4 = 0.222929936

therefore we sub that into the equation of the banana and the grapes

                in an average of 23 grapes: 1 banana

                                 78.74g:30.59g

                      which equals 2.57404381 (x πr²/½³)

which is my answer 

this has been a lesson in gibberish by NEZ

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Supa - 26 Jun 2011 14:21
_____________________________________

lol Nez 

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Tunes - 26 Jun 2011 19:35
_____________________________________

NEZ wrote:

well,            sorta depends the month really, and if its a leap year.
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              7/28.4 = 0.246478873

   or         7/29.4 = 0.238095238

   or         7/30.4 = 0.230263158

   or         7/31.4 = 0.222929936

therefore we sub that into the equation of the banana and the grapes

                in an average of 23 grapes: 1 banana

                                 78.74g:30.59g

                      which equals 2.57404381 (x πr²/½³)

which is my answer 

this has been a lesson in gibberish by NEZ

Exams too much? 

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Liquid Snake - 26 Jun 2011 20:28
_____________________________________

rofl nez that didnt make sense at all but my answer must be cake... and no its not a lie
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============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Scathe - 27 Jun 2011 08:19
_____________________________________

Ok... you could all be right.... as this one is a riddle with no real answer as its all gobbledeegook lol.

Hows about this one!! &quot;bit easier&quot; 

What can go up a chimney down, but can't go down a chimney up?

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by Chifilly - 27 Jun 2011 10:58
_____________________________________

An umbrella

============================================================================

Re: Riddles...
Posted by NEZ - 27 Jun 2011 11:25
_____________________________________

a chimney

============================================================================
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